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Abstract. We construct an algorithm to test if a system of conditions of the

types ß < n, ß/n, ß = n" , Pa{ß), ->{p < n), ^(ß/n), ^(ß = n"), and

-i(Pa(ß)) has a solution in natural numbers, (a 6 N , and Pa denotes the set

{n":neN}.)

INTRODUCTION

In this paper we give an algorithm that tests whether a system of conditions

of the forms p. < n, p/n, p = rf , Pa(p), ^(p < n), ^{p/r\), -.(// = na), and

~l{Pa(p)) (where Pa denotes the set {na: n e N}; p, n are variables (to vary

over N) or natural numbers (called parameters), and a is a natural number)

has a solution in natural numbers.

Since the language {<, /} u {Pa: a e N} u {x -»• xa: a e N} u {a: a G N}
contains no binary function, every atomic formula or negation of an atomic

formula is equivalent to a system of conditions of the above type.

Using the disjunctive normal form of formulas, we see that our result proves

the decidability of the existential theory of ./V structured by the above language
(hence, also the universal theory).

Bel'tyukov [B] and Lipshitz [L] have independently proved the decidability

of the existential theory of N with addition and divisibility. Before, Kosovskii

[Kos] showed that there exists no algorithm to test whether a system of condi-

tions p+n = y , p/n, Pi(p) has a solution in natural numbers. Then M. Davis,

Y. Matiyasevich, and J. Robinson [DMR] wondered whether there exists an al-

gorithm that tests whether a system of conditions p < n, p/n, P2(p) has a
solution in natural numbers. In 1979 Koppel [Kop] proved that there exists such

an algorithm for systems of conditions p < r¡, pjr\, Pa{p) ■ Our result extends

Koppel's algorithm: the system of conditions is allowed to contain negative
conditions and terms constructed from functions in {x -* xa : a G N} .

In part A we transform, in an effective way, any system of conditions into

an equivalent (in logical sense: i.e. the systems are both satisfiable or both not)
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disjunction of subsystems where some forms of conditions are eliminated or

reinforced.
In part B we rewrite any subsystem by adding to it the conditions inherited

by transitivity of the natural order and the divisibility.

In part C, if no contradictory condition appears in the rewriting of the sub-

system, we construct a solution.

A

1. Elimination of negative forms of comparison and equality. We replace

them by positive formulas according to the following equivalences:

-i(n < x) <-» x < n + 1 ;

-i(x <«)»n-l<jc;

-.(x < y) <-» x = y V y < x ;

-i(/i = na) <-> p < r\a V rf < p.

2. Elimination of the positive forms of predicates Pa . We introduce new

variables in the system: Pa(p) <-> 3x  (p = xa).

3. Elimination of the positive forms of xa = yb. xa = yb <-> xa^a'b^ =

ybl(a,b) f where (a, b) denotes the greatest common divisor of a and b • xa =

yb <->3z (x = zfc/(a'ft) Ay = za/(a,6)). Thus, we introduce a new variable z,

and replace all occurrences of the variable x by zb^a •é) and all occurrences of
the variable y by za^a-bK

4. -l(Pa(xft)) <-> -^{Pai(a,b){x)) ■ If -,{Pa(xb)) occurs in the system, either

a = (a, b) is true and the system has no solution, or a ¡{a, b) > 1 and we can

substitute ->(Pj,/(a,b)(x)) f°r ""(Paix0)) in the system.

5. Since for any formula O, we have

O(x) <-+ (O(x) A x = 0) V (<I>(x) A x = 1) V (<D(x) A x > 1).

We can assume that each variable x strictly greater than 1.

6. Reinforcement by the natural order of the conditions of the forms -'(p/n)

and p/n according to the following equivalences:

->(p/n) *-* n < p\/ (->(p/n) Ap < n),
p/n <-> p = n V (p/n A p < n)    (each variable is strictly greater than 1).

We reduce the system to a disjunction of subsystems such that if ->(p\n), or

p\n occurs then p < n also does occur. If new positive forms Xa = yb are

introduced, we once again apply 3.

7. Elimination of the conditions that bound the variables, i.e. the conditions
of the forms xa — n , xa < n , xa/n , and according to 6, -<(xa/n) A xa < n .

When some of these conditions occur in a system, we replace this system by a

disjunction of subsystems where the natural numbers that satisfy the condition
take the place of x. (There is a finite number of such integers and when no

natural number satisfies the condition, the system has no solution.) If necessary,

this process is applied several times.

8. Elimination of the conditions where only natural numbers occur. On

account of the decidability of such conditions, we can determine if they are

satisfied and then we eliminate them, otherwise the system has no solution.

To sum up, applying the previous algorithms on any system of conditions,

either we show that it has no solution, or we transform it into an equivalent (in
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logical sense) disjunction of subsystems of conditions of the form:

n<xa,    n/xa,    ^(n/xa),    xa/yb,    xa <yb,    ^(xa/yb),     ->(/>«(■*)) ■

Thus, the problem is reduced to these subsystems.

Notation. We express the condition xu/yv by xa/y with a = u/v e Q+ ,

the condition x" < y" by xß < y with ß = u/v G Q+ ,
the condition ^(xu/yv) by -<(x7/y) with y = u/v g Q+ .

For each pair of variables, we reduce the whole set of conditions of divisibility

involving these two variables to one only, according to the following equivalence:

f\xi tJ/Xj <->• xfiJ/Xj   where a,-; = max{a'7-} ;

Idem for comparison and nondivisibility conditions:

f\x¡ iJ < Xj <-* xf'J < xj   where /?,•_,• = max{/?¿} ;

A -"(x¡IJ/xj) ♦"♦ ̂(xju/xj)   where ytj = min{y^}.

B

Now we care about the conditions implied by transitivity of the divisibility

and the natural order. These conditions would be said to be inherited. If xfu/Xj

and x"ik ¡xK occur in the system, we would like a condition of divisibility on

(x,, Xyt) at least as strong as the inherited condition x"'J a'k¡xk to occur in the

system. Idem for the comparison conditions. We would also like that if pu/x¡

and xfiJ/Xj occur in the system (where p is prime), then a condition at least

as strong as the inherited condition p^uai^¡Xj also occur in the system ( f ]

denotes the ceiling).

B1. Inheritance of conditions of divisibility by a variable

Lemma 1. Let S be some system of conditions of the form xf'J /xj

S: A xfiJ/xj.
1 \ij)£A    '    '    J

Then

• either we can construct effectively a system S' equivalent to the system

S (in recursive sense:  i.e. the solution sets of the systems are in 1-1

recursive correspondence) such that (I) If xftJ/Xj and x"Jk¡X]<_ occur in

S', then a condition xf'k/x¿ occurs in 5" where a,^ > «,, • a,* ; (2) If

xf't/xj and xJJi/x¡ occur in S', then a¡j • a7¡ < 1.

• or we can show that the system has no solution.

Proof. Let A' be the transitive closure of A (i.e. A' = {(i,j): there exist

ii, Í2, ... , in such that (i, ï'i), (ij, i2), ... , (i„, i) G A}). For each i such

that (/, i) eA', let:

m¡ = maxfa/i, • a„lä.aini)   where (i, ix ), (i\, i2), ... , (i„, i) e A

and i, ii, i2, ■■■ , in are distinct.
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If some m¡ is such that m¡ > 1, then the system has no solution: the condition

xf'/Xi is inherited, and cannot be satisfied.
If all m¡ satisfy m, < 1, then for all (i, j) e A' let

a'ij = max(a,¿1 • ai¡¡2.ainj)   where (i, ii), (ii, i2), ... , (in , j) G A

and i, ii, 1*2, ... , i„, j are distinct.

The system 5" obtained from S by substituting x"'7/*/ for xfu/Xj is equiv-

alent to S since the a\j 's express inherited conditions.

We show that S' satisfies conditions (1) and (2). Condition (2) is insured

by the inequalities m, < 1 . As for condition (1), we have

a'jj • a'jk = a,,,.atnj • ajSt.aSmk   for some suffixes tu,sv.

Case 1. i, ti, ... , t„, j, Si, ... , sm, k are distinct. Then by definition of

a'ik , we have the desired property: a'jk > aty • a'jk .

Case 2.   At least two suffixes are identical:   let tu = sv  where [u, v]  is

the largest possible such interval. Since mtu < 1, we have aiu<u+1.atj •

q;í..«*.-!*,  <  1 •   So  a'ij • a'jk < aih.atu^,u • a,uSv+t.aSmk ,

where i, t\,..., tu-i, tu, sv+i,... , sm, k are distinct. Then we have that:

a'ik > a'ij • (*'jk ■

B2. Inheritance of comparison conditions

Lemma 2. Let S be some system of conditions of the form xf'J < Xj

S: A xf" <Xj.
1 \ij)€B    ' J

Then
• either we can construct effectively a system S' equivalent (in recursive sense)

to the system S such that (I) If xf'J < Xj and xyk < xk occur in S', then a

condition xf* < xk occurs in S' where ßik > ßij • ßJk ; (2) If xfu < Xj and

Xj   < x, occur in S', then ßtj • ßjt < 1.

• or we can show thai S has no solution.

Proof. The only difference with Lemma 1 is that the condition xf' < x, is

satisfied only if m¡ < 1 (strict inequality), so it is necessary that ßij • ßjt < 1.

Remark. According to 5, 6, and 8 of part A, we have (*)

(i J)eA=> (i ,j)eB   and   au < ßi}.

Since

ßij = max(#/, • ßilh.ßij)   where (i, h), (h ,i2), ... , (in , j) G B

and i, ii, i2, ... , in, j are distinct;

ß'u > max(a„, • a,,,2.ainj)   where (i, U), (i{, i2), ... , (in , j) G A C B

and i, ii, Í2, ... , in, j are distinct;

We see that (*) is still valid after the processes of Lemmas 1 and 2 have been

applied. Note that, in fact, Oij&ji < ßijßp < 1.
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B3. Inheritance of conditions of divisibility by a parameter, (a) We come down

to conditions of divisibility by a prime power.

n/x" *-* A Pj /x"   if n — Pj • • -pkk where the p,-'s are prime.

(b) Inheritance of conditions of divisibility by a prime power. Let

5": /\.p''/Xi A A        xf/xj   where a¡j > aikakj and ayay < 1.

We look for k,¡'s such that 5': f\iPk,/x¡ A f\ij\çAxî'J/xi ^s equivalent (in

recursive sense) to 5 and the inherited conditions explicitly belong to S'.

As for the inherited conditions of divisibility by a variable, the k¡ 's have
to satisfy k¡a¡j < k¡ ; in addition, they have to be integers. In short, the k¡ 's

will be the smallest natural numbers such that k¡ > t¡ and k¡a¡j < k¡ for all

(/, j) G A (for the existence look at Cla, Fact 1, below).

(c) We reduce all the conditions which involve divisibilities of some vari-

able by a parameter to a unique one, according to the equivalence: A¡ a¡/x <->

lcm(a,-)/x.

C

Lemma. Let S be any system and let S' be the result of applying to S the

successive algorithms defined in part B. If any one of the following three conditions
is satisfied, then S has no solution.

(cl) Applying an algorithm in part B, the system S has been seen to have no

solution.

(c2) There do occur two conditions xf/Xj and ->(x]'J/xj), where a¡j > y¡j.
(c3)  There do occur two conditions n/x and -i(m/xu), where m/n".

We can test in an affective way, whether these three conditions are satisfied.

Now we assume that none of (cl), (c2), (c3) is satisfied and show that the

system has a solution, which we do construct. Hence we show the problem to

be decidable.
Cl. First, we come down to a system where the conditions of the forms

-<(Pa(x)) and -'(xJ'J/x/) are replaced by stronger conditions of the forms n/x

and -i(m/x").
Cla. Conditions of the form -<(Pa(x)). Recall that a > 1, according to 4 of

part A. Note that for some prime q and some k e N such that a does not
divide k , we have

(qk/xA^k^a/x))^^(Pa(x)).

We eventually adopt new conditions of the form pk/x, and we put them in S.

The following fact prevents from adopting contradictory conditions.

Factl. Consider (a,7)(/7)e{i,...,«}x{i,...,«} where au = 0 for (i, j) f A, q,7 >

auottj, and ajjctji < 1. Then whatever the natural number a > \, there exist
ki, ... ,k„e N such that a does not divide ki and k¡a¡j < k¡.

Proof. Let ki be such that for each i < n , kiau e N and define k¡ = k\au.

Note that k¿a¿j = kiaua¡j < kictij - k¡. If a does not divide ki, the fact is

proved.
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When a/ki '■ For ail K e N*, we have Kkia¡¡ < Kkj ; in particular:

Kk¡0Li\au < Kkiaii = Kk¡   (the inequality is strict since anau < 1).

Then for large K we have: Kkjctnau < (Kkx - \)au < Kkian — Kk¡. Then

(Kki - 1 ), Kk2, ... , Kkn satisfy the hypotheses of Fact 1.
If -i(Pa(xt)) occurs in S, we choose some prime q that is prime with all

parameters occurring in S, and according to Fact 1 some ki, ... ,k„ such that

a does not divide kt and k¡a¡j < k¡.

We obtain a new system S' by substituting t\Q.k'/Xi A ^(q^k,la^a/xt) to

^(Pa(xt)) in S. This new system S' where the condition ->(Pa(xt)) has been

replaced by stronger conditions, is such that its solutions are solutions of S. Ac-

cording to Fact 1, the inherited conditions occur explicitly. The condition (c3)

is never satisfied (nor are the other ones), since the new parameters introduced

are prime to the old ones, and a is greater than 1.

Clb. Conditions ofthe form -y(xjll/xj). If->(x¡,|2/-x2) occurs in S, we choose

some prime q that is prime with all parameters occurring in 5, and some k
such that ky¡j e N, ka¡j G N.

We obtain a new system 5" by substituting qk/xi A -^(qkyn/x2) A f\qkau/x¡

for -i(xJIJ/Xj) in S. This new system S' where the condition ->(xfJ/Xj) has

been replaced by stronger conditions, is such that its solutions are solutions

of 5. As new conditions of the form p/x are introduced in S', we again

apply the process of B3. The inherited conditions are A Qka"lxi. As an < y 12

(condition (c2)), and q is prime with the other parameters, the condition (c3)

is still never satisfied.

C2. In a first step we assign values to the variables so that the conditions of

the forms n/x, xfiJ/Xj, ->(m/xu) are satisfied. In a second step we change

these values so as to satisfy also the conditions of the forms m < x" , x¡    < x¡.

C2a. Conditions of the form n/x , xf'/xj, ->(m/xu). Let

( n   if n/xj occurs in S',
a- — i

\ 1    otherwise.

For x,■ = a,■■, i = 1... , we have:

• the conditions n/x are obviously satisfied;

• the conditions ->(ra/x") are satisfied according to condition (c3);

• the conditions xf'J/Xj are satisfied since according to B3, a¡ is the lcm
of all k such that kai> [Oj .

C2b. Conditions of the form m < x" , x¡ < x7. Let T > 1 be an integer

prime to all the parameters in S' and the previous a¡ 's such that T > m if

m < x occurs in 5", and l/T < mm^j)€B(afu/üj) . We choose integers m,

such that, letting a'¡ = TUia¡, the values x, = a'¡ satisfy all conditions.

As T is prime to the parameters in S' and the a¡ 's, the conditions of

divisibility by a parameter and all conditions of non-divisibility are preserved.

For each (/, j) e B, we let t¿j be the integer such that T'*'~l < af'J/a¡ <

T1''. We have U¡ > 0.

If we find Ui with the following property: for all (i,j) eB, Uj > tij + Ujßjj,
then ( 1 ) the conditions of natural order are satisfied:

(a'i)ß'' = Tu'ß"aßi,J < T'''+U'^aj < a'¡
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and (2) the conditions of divisibility are satisfied:

(a'i)a" = Tu'°"ia",J/Tu'a-Jaj

and from  a¡j  < ßij   and  t¡j  > 0, we have  u¡a¡j  <  u¡fi¡j + t¡j < Uj   so

(a'ff'i/T^üj.
We still have to find u¡ such that: for all (i, j) e B, Uj > ty + Ujßjj. First

we choose u¡ such that for all distinct ki, k2, ... , k„ e N with (i, k„), ... ,
(k2, ki ), (ki, i) G B, we have

"¿(1 - ßikn ■ ■ ■ ßk2ktßkti) > tkii + tk&ßkii + ■■■ + tikJKK_x ■ ■ ■ ßkli.

(Recall that according to Lemma 2(2). ßikn ■ ■ ■ ßklklßkli < 1). Let

u'i = max(«,, tkli + tklklßkl, + --- + tknkn_x

ßK-lkn-2 ' ' ' ßkli + UstSk„ßk„k„-t ■ ■ ■ ßk^i)

with (s,k„), ... , (k2,ki), (ki, i) e B and i, s,kx, ... ,kn are distinct. Let
us show that for all (i, j) e Bu'j > t¡j + u\ßij

Case 1.  u'¡ = Uj. Then by definition of u'j, u'j > t¡j + Ujßjj .

Case 2.  u\ = tkli + tklkißkli + ■■■ + ueteknßknK_x ■■■ßkxi. So tu + u\ßij = ti} +

htißij + tk2kißkxißij H-\-ueteknßknknX--- ßk{ißij .

(2a) j t¿ e , ki , ... ,kn . Then by definition of u'j , u'j > t¡j + u\ßij .

(2b) j = kr.

Uj + U'ißij = t¡j + ■■■ + tjkr_tßkr_ikr_2 ■ ■ ■ ßhißij

+ßjkr-l-- ■ ßktißij(tkr+ij + ■■■ +teknßk„k„_r ' ■ ßkr+u + ueßek„-- ' ßkr+tj)

and by definition of u'j,

<  tij + ■■■ + 0*,_A-.*r-2 • • ■ ßhißij + ßjkr-K  ■ ■ ■ ßkiißijU'j

< u'j   as u'j > Uj and by choice of u¡.

The case j = e is proved similarly. Hence our claim is proved and the

theorem follows.

Theorem. The existential theory of N with order, divisibility, power functions,

power predicates and constants is decidable.

It seems that the method described above has some power. By similar method,

we can prove the decidability of the existential theory of ./V with order, divis-

ibility, and functions {x —► ax : a e N} [T] which is a simple consequence of

[B] and [L]. A more general problem appears: "Is the existential theory of JV

with multiplication and natural order decidable?"

Recall some relative results:

(1) Skolem, [S] has shown the decidability of the full theory of ./V with
multiplication;

(2) in [DMR] the existential theory of N with successor and multiplication

is shown indecidable (this implies the indecidability of the full theory of N

with multiplication and natural order).
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